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Documenting our lives, the analysis 
 

Visual analysis 

 

The log that was made for this project contained both images and text. Both methods of documentation 

where made in order to give a more diverse and interesting take on only two days of material. This 

project has been based of the question “Does media play a big part in our lives?”. For a more objective 

view of our lives we, myself and Lisa, decided to analyze each others logs in an attempt to answer the 

aforementioned question. The visual analysis was made through a method presented to me by Gillian 

Rose. These sites are then divided into modalities that help define the different sites meanings. The 

modalities consists of the technological, compositional and social aspects. 

 

 Interpretations of visual images broadly concur that there are three sites at which the meanings 

 of an image are made: the site(s) of the production of an image, the site of the image it self, and 

 the site(s) where it is seen by various audiences (Rose, 2001: 16).  

 

 1. technological. Mirzoeff (1998: 1) defines a visual technology as `any form of apparatus 

 designed either to be looked at or to enhance natural vision, from oil paintings to television and 

 the Internet'.  

 

 2. compositional. When an image is made, it draws on a number of formal strategies: content, 

 colour and spatial organization, for example. Often, particular forms of these strategies tend to 

 occur together, so that, for example, Berger (1972) can define the Western art tradition painting 

 of the nude in terms of its specific compositional qualities. Chapter 2 will elaborate the notion 

 of composition.  

 

 3. social. This is very much a shorthand term. What I mean it to refer to are the range of 

 economic, social and political relations, institutions and practices that surround an image and 

 through which it is seen and used. (Rose, 2001: 17).  

 

Beginning by looking at the technological modality through the sites Rose provides. The production of 

the images are most likely taken by some sort of digital camera and processed through a computer. A 

certain familiarity with the visual medium as a whole seems imminent as the photographer digitally 

added text to the images. The site of the images speak for it not being a rather big camera. A so called 

industrial camera, might have been hard to hold up in a few of the compositions for some of the 

images. The overall quality would have also been able to determine this statement, however the images 

are too small for this assessment. This audience site of the production modality speaks for where is is 

published, on the internet. The log has a target audience in it self, however most people around the 

world with and internet connection could access this site and look at the images.  

 

The second aspect is to consider it the compositional modality. The site of images, can question the use 

of POV (Point-of-View) shots that all the images consists of. Not one image directly reflects the 

appearance of the person taking the photos, however may represent the personality of the photographer 

though its content. The audience site puts the POV photography to question, why it was done in that 

style, through another aspect. Perhaps the POV photography was used to let the viewer see the 

photographers environments though his/her eyes. So when a viewer looks through the log that is meant 

to show a typical day in that certain persons life, the images may be a visual invitation to get even more 
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immersed in the picture the text builds by itself.  

 

The third and final modality for this method is the social aspect. From the site of production standpoint 

it is tough to determine the photographers social and economic stance in the Swedish society. A strong 

majority of the Swedish people own a mobile phone, on the majority of those phones have a built in 

camera. A regular digital camera is also very cheap to buy which means that the majority of the 

Swedish household have at least one. The site of the images however may speak for the societal stance 

the photographer has. In the images much quite expensive technology can be seen such as a television, 

computer and an iPad. The images also show that the photographer has the economic strength to have a 

manicure and go out drinking in clubs. The last site, the audience, is the one that will wrap this method 

up. The photographer wanted to show these images as a template of her everyday life in just two days. 

The audience will most likely reflect upon their own lives as they are exposed to another persons life in 

this great detail.  

 

Textual analysis 

 

To analyze the textual part of the log, a different set of analytical methodologies are needed. For that I 

decided to use the book “Många Möjliga Metoder”. The chapter in that book which is about textual 

analysis brings up the concept of counting words (Lindgren, 2011:272) and which words are given the 

most power for maximal impact on the reader. I have chosen two words which I find are more 

prominent than others. The first word too stand out more than the others is “Facebook”. This social 

medium seems to be held quite dearly by the writer of the log.  

 

 The most part of my day I spend next to my computer or my tv. I do include some school work 

 and job I have the side of the school such as brochures for a company and party invitations to 

 friends, that’s a lot of computer-and layout work. When I sit by the computer I surf around on 

 the internet, checking Facebook, read some blogs, e-mailing and so on. (Lindblad, 2012) 
 

The writer seems to mostly show interest to the communicative- and the social mediums in many 

different ways, though mostly through the internet. However Facebook, as the only directly named 

website in more then one instance, appears to hold greater interest as she took the time to point it out in 

a more specific way by using its name. As seen in the picture that is in connection to this log entry, the 

writer also multitasks when using both the computer and the television at the same time.  

 

The second word which seems to hold power is Sweden or Swedish. The writer uses it in a descriptive 

manner to explain reason for actions such as the concept of “fika” and why it is a monumental thing to 

barbecue when the spring comes to Sweden. This is perhaps in the knowledge that the log will be 

published on the internet and read by people from other countries from her own. Therefore may feel the 

need to introduce what may be a new and interesting cultural difference to readers of the log.   

 

Discourse analysis 

 

One aspect to consider is how self aware the writer during the log keeping in terms of what was shown 

and explained to the reader. For that reason, in the discourse analysis my main aspect is the log itself as 

a discourse. The images and words that are used in the log, as written by Lisa, have been presented in a 

certain way because of the awareness that this is a public log. It was also decided before the writing of 

the log that an analytical process of it would be made. This may have affected the way that the writer 

chose to express herself and what she mat have felt was relevant to the subject at hand. 
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 Discourse has a quite specific meaning. It refers to groups of statements which structure the 

 way a thing is thought, and the way we act on the basis of that thinking. In other words, 

 discourse is a particular knowledge about the world which shapes how the world is understood 

 and how things are done in it. (Rose, 2001:136) 

 

 

As this log will be exposed openly to whole internet, a variety of means were most likely taken for both 

easier and a  more difficult understanding of its context. The log has a very descriptive tone, which 

gives easier understanding for those with a different lifestyle to imagine themselves in it. The images in 

particular, with their previously mentioned POV angle, showcases this point. The decision of not 

featuring oneself in the images was most likely a conscious decision of not wanting to expose too much 

of her personal space to the world. 

 

 Intertextuality refers to the way that the meanings of any one discursive image or text depend 

 not only on that one text or image, but also on the meanings carried by other images and texts. 

 (Rose, 2001:136) 

 

However as this is relative to each and every reader as Rose mentions in her book with the term 

intertextuality. So the massage that Lisa may have wanted to send out through her log, my have been 

lost, based on the intertextual aspect. Even in this analytical process there are certain things that I may 

have looked past or just failed to recognize as we may see differently in what is of importance.  

 

Conclusion 

 

So to answer the question; Does media play a big part in our lives? The simple answer is yes. This 

analysis was made to examine this persons life within the spectrum of two days. The writer, Lisa, had 

full control in choosing what to focus on in her life. As the question that this analysis was based upon, 

did not exist during the writing of the log, may give it more objectivity as she was not aware of what to 

focus on. The images and writings that Lisa put in her log were therefor more indicative of her own 

feelings without any direct outside influences. Through the different methods of analyzing text and 

images the results almost always point towards media or technology in the form of television and the 

internet amongst others which proves the answer to the question at hand. Media has proven to have a 

big importance for Lisa. 

 

This project was also based upon the concepts of “Tales of my roots and routes” and “Youth in 

transition. Tales of my roots and routes expresses the key points of who I am, where I come from and 

what choices I have made or will make. The log shows who Lisa is, from her own perspective who she 

is and what choices she makes in her everyday life. Lisa is what may be considered a youth be many 

standards and is in a sort of transition. The school and the way towards a working career is one 

transition and the new media and technology begins a new transition in her everyday life also.  
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